GEORGE T. ABELL JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Standard Attire Guidelines for 2018-2019

Shirts:
- Shirts must be navy, royal, white, grey, black or maroon.
- Shirts must be solid.
- Shirts must have a collar and be “polo” style.
- Logos, artwork or embroidery must be less than 2” x 2”
- Undershirts (short or long sleeve) may be worn under standard attire shirt BUT must be solid navy, royal, white, grey, black or maroon.

Pants/Shorts/Skirts:
- Pants/shorts/skirts must be khaki, navy or black.
- Logos, artwork or embroidery must be less than 2” x 2”.
- Pants/shorts/skirts must be no shorter than 3” above the knee.
- Pants/shorts/skirts may not be ripped or torn.
- Pants/shorts/skirts may not be knit.
- Pants/shorts/skirts MAY be worn with leggings/tights underneath BUT pants/shorts/skirts must meet length guidelines.

Sweaters/Sweatshirts:
- Sweater/sweatshirts must be navy, royal, white, grey, black or maroon.
- Sweater/sweatshirts must be solid.
- Sweater/sweatshirts must be worn over a standard attire shirt with the collar visible.
- Logos, artwork or embroidery must be less than 2” x 2”
- Hoodies ARE NOT allowed AND coats/jackets may not be worn inside the building.
- Solid color quarter zip pullovers are allowed in navy, royal, white, grey, black or maroon.
- Solid color cardigan sweaters are allowed navy, royal, white, grey, black or maroon.

Abell Weekly Schedule:

Monday: Standard attire top and bottom OR college t-shirt with standard attire bottoms.

Tuesday: Standard attire top and bottom OR team t-shirt with standard attire bottoms. Team t-shirts will be sold at Eagle Expo.

Wednesday: Standard attire top and bottoms

Thursday: Standard attire top and bottom OR Abell club/fine arts/athletics t-shirt with standard attire bottoms

Friday: Standard attire top and bottom OR Abell/Midland Lee spirit shirt with standard attire bottoms.

**Campus administration will announce when jeans are acceptable having both free and fundraiser jeans days throughout the school year."